2003 Mercedes-Benz SL
Lot sold
USD 0
GBP 0 (listed)
Year of manufacture 2003
Mileage 88 000 mi / 141 623 km
Gearbox Automatic
Lot number 262
Drive RHD
Condition Used
Location
Exterior colour Other
Car type Other

Description
"The R230 generation of Mercedes-Benz SL Class was introduced at the 2001 Frankfurt Motor Show and 2001 Bologna
Motor Show, replacing the R129. The R230 underwent revisions in 2006 and 2008, and was superseded by the new SL
Class R231 in 2011. The SL600 is the highest output version of the non AMG SL Class models. It uses a V12 engine which
produced 493bhp, thus making it a very rapid luxury sports car with 60mph achieved in just 3.6 seconds when tested by
Car and Driver despite the factory stating the figure at more modest 4.7!
This lovely example is presented in brilliant metallic silver with contrasting Anthracite Nappa perforated leather interior.
This stunning car has one previous keeper from new and boasts a superb specification. It has five 18 alloys (freshly
refurbished and shod in with Michelin tyres), panoramic glass roof with Alcantara headlining, Bi-Xenon headlights, multi
contour seats, Comand navigation system, wood trim and gear selector, ABC suspension, premium sound and CD Changer.
The car is also a keyless model. It has TV tuner installed, heated and cooled seats, memory package plus all usual SL600
refinements. This car was ordered new by Mr. J. Froud who paid a whopping £98,851.37 in June 2003 through MercedesBenz of Reading, the car has been serviced through the main dealer network since then, at the following intervals 15873,
27234, 40146, 55560, 66205, 77003. The car is presented with two keys, its correct Mercedes-Benz book packs, the
original wind deflector and it is also supplied with its original SL600 luggage which is extremely rare."
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